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1

Introduction

1.1

Scope

Software Systems continue to be built for fixed unchanging Production environments with pre-determined
functional behaviours. The issues of operational complexity, maintainability and economic sustainability tend
to be ignored; and planned functional changes, or changes forced by the underlying runtime environment, are
treated as `exception` behaviours. Typically, attempts to increase agility are then pursued by a `DevOps` model:
this resulting in increasingly tight-coupling between the Production environment and the source developer.
This approach is manageable for Enterprise systems with enforced homogenous runtime environments; but
the approach rapidly fails at scale and in the highly heterogenous distributed environments.
Smart City and Industry 4.0 environments promise to be orders of magnitude more sophisticated than
traditional Enterprise environments, or indeed 1st generation Cloud Hub & Spoke IoT deployments. Smart City
and Industry 4.0 environments will be massively distributed, heterogenous, federated and co-evolving software
eco-systems: adapting and changing and scaling in response to local requirements and environmental
changes. For such software ecosystems to be economically sustainable, operational simplicity, maintainability
and runtime adaption must be intrinsic to their architectures; and so these non-functional concerns are core
Brain-IoT objectives.
This document explores how Brain-IoT approaches the requirements of initial device discovery, search,
composition and orchestration in a manner that addresses these non-functional challenges. The approach
taken must be sufficiently flexible to deal with any foreseeable runtime use case and this document maps out
an approach to deliver this. However, it should also be noted that current Brain-IoT Use Case(s) will be subsets
of these generalised behaviours.

1.2

Related documents

ID

Title
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2

Structural Design, Assumptions & Standards

A Complex Adaptive System (CAS) is a system in which a perfect understanding of the individual parts does
not automatically convey a perfect understanding of the whole system's behaviour. The study of CAS, a subset
of nonlinear dynamical systems, is highly interdisciplinary and blends insights from the natural and social
sciences to develop system-level models and insights that allow for heterogeneous agents, phase transition,
and emergent behaviour.
Composite structures that are self-similar across a range of structural scales are referred to as Holonic Systems.
In the research paper ‘Holons` (see [1]), state that there are significant deficiencies in the current state-of-theart concerning the construction of `Systems of Systems`. When developing individual distributed systems,
developers are forced to focus strongly at the level of individual nodes; when developing a system of systems
they are similarly forced to focus on the internals of the systems being composed (e.g. how individual nodes
of the two systems must interact). But as the number and diversity of distributed system deployments scale,
such low-level practices are increasingly miring developers in accidental complexities, and hampering the
development of new systems of systems.
Blair et al argued that one must stop reasoning in terms of individual nodes, or even individual systems, moving
away from ad-hoc approaches to system of systems composition and propose:
•
•

Systems as first-class entities: i.e. at a level that hides their internals, and in particular the individual
behaviour of their constituent nodes;
The composition of such representations as a simple operation that yields a new unitary first-class system.

This can be achieved via a combination of: i) component frameworks; ii) generative programming; and iii)
gossip-based self-stabilising overlays.
These principles underpin the Brain-IoT architecture, and make Brain-IoT’s approach both unique and
innovative. The details of which are presented in Architecture document D2.2.
In summary:
•
•
•
•
•

An approach to structural modularity is pursued at all structural layers of Brain-IoT’s hierarchy.
Wherever possible the dependencies between the components at each structural layer of this hierarchy
are expressed in terms of `Requirements` & `Capabilities`.
Self-stabilising gossip overlays are used at each layer of this structural hierarchy.
A flexible approach to service scoping is used to ensure that, at each level of the structural hierarchy, the
internal structures are hidden from external parties.
OSGi - the open standard for software modularity - provides a set of coherent specifications (see [2]) that
allow these concepts to be implemented; and so OSGi provides the foundations for the Brain-IoT project.

Whilst OSGi is Java centric, these principles are quite generic, and are in principle both technology and
implementation agnostic.
Via adherence to these principles, sophisticated federated environments may be created that allow functional
behaviours and protocols to adapt and change over time.
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2.1

Assumptions & Constraints

As described in the BRAIN-IoT Architecture document (D2.2); each geographically distributed BRAIN-IoT
federation is composed of one of more BRAIN-IoT Fabrics: each BRAIN-IoT Fabric formed from a set of
collocated compute resources that share a common network LAN infrastructure.
It is initially assumed that:
•

Fabrics within a BRAIN-IoT Federation are owned by the same organisation; however these may be run on
physical hardware or Cloud environments owned by third parties.

•

The ACE/LDAP authentication/services are initially aligned to each Brain-IoT `Fabric`: this provides a simple
initial approach to the mapping of Security Domains and Organisational Units. Specifically it is assumed
that the Administrator will either:
• Have Administration rights for all the environments involved
• Or will be coordinating with other Administrators that have required rights.
• Later environments within the same Federation might share the same ACE service - however to
achieve this the option of secure tunnelling of security tokens will need to be supported.

•

If a BRAIN-IoT Service is required to be Public, or an external 3rd Party Service is required - then discovery
and interaction will be via public DNS/HTTP REST services; this managed and configured by the usual
mechanisms used by the organisation.

These constraints may be relaxed at a later point in time.
2.2

Relevant OSGi Specification for Distributed Services

A BRAIN-IoT Federation will leverage OSGi Remote Services and Remote Service Administration (see [3]).
The following aspects of these Specifications are of particular relevance when creating Brain-IoT’s Federated
Service Architecture.
• Service Properties - Service properties may be set or changed via adding the appropriate properties as
`service.pid` configurations (see [4]). All properties that don’t start with a ‘.’ are advertised as Service
Properties as well as Config Properties.
• Selective - Not all parties are interested in all services. Endpoint registries must be able to express the
scope of services they are interested in.
The OSGi Alliance Remote Service specification explains:
‘Endpoint Event Listener services are not always interested in the complete set of available Endpoints because this
set can potentially be very large. For example, if a remote registry like [5] UDDI is used then the number of
Endpoints can run into the thousands or more. An Endpoint Event Listener service can therefore scope the set of
Endpoints with an OSGi LDAP style filter. Parties that can provide information about Endpoints must only notify
Endpoint Event Listener services when the Endpoint Description falls within the scope of the Endpoint Listener
service. Parties that use some discovery mechanism can use the scope to trigger directed searches across the
network.’
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Furthermore:
`The OSGi Remote Services specification is about the distribution of services. This specification does not outline
the details of how the distribution provider knows the desired topology, this policy aspect is left up to
implementations. In many situations, this is a desirable architecture because it provides freedom of
implementation to the distribution provider. However, such an architecture does not enable a separation of the
mechanisms and policy. Therefore, this Remote Service Admin (RSA) specification provides an architecture that
enables a separate bundle from the distribution provider to define the topology. It splits the responsibility of the
Remote Service specification in a number of roles. These roles can all have different implementations but they
can collaborate through the services defined in this specification.`

Figure 1 - Relationship between Discovery, Topology Management and Remote Services in OSGi Specifications

As shown in Figure 1, RSA is composed of the following roles:
Topology Managers - Topology Managers are the (anonymous) players that implement the policies for
distributing services; they are closely aligned with the concept of an OSGi management agent. It is expected that
Topology Managers will be developed for scenarios like import/export all applicable services, configuration based
imports and exports.
Remote Service Admin - The Remote Service Admin service provides the basic mechanism to import and export
services. This service is policy free; it will not distribute services without explicitly being told so. An OSGi framework
can host multiple Remote Service Admin services that, for example, support different configuration types.
Discovery - To implement a distribution policy, a Topology Manager must be aware of what Endpoints are
available. This specification provides an abstraction of a federated Endpoint registry. This registry can be used to
both publish as well as consume Endpoints from many different sources. The federated registry is defined for local
services but is intended to be used with standard and proprietary service discovery protocols. The federated
registry is implemented with the Endpoint Event Listener service.
2.3

Relationship to Brain-IoT Objectives

How do these OSGi Alliance specifications provide the basis for a Holonic Systems-of-System’s architectures?
• The OSGi Remote Service Administration specification enables pluggable discovery mechanisms. The
implementation created by Paremus for the Service Fabric is a gossip-based self-stabilising discovery
mechanism.
• Services are advertised via different mechanisms or via the same mechanism but in a different discovery
scope.
• LDAP style filters allow services discovered via the available discovery mechanisms to be filtered further by
Service Endpoint properties.
These OSGi mechanisms are used extensively by Brain-IoT to achieve an Holonic structure.
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3

Relevant Technologies

The BRAIN-IoT Federation builds upon capabilities provided by the Paremus Service Fabric and the CEA/Eclipse
sensiNact open source project: both products are native OSGi runtimes with implementations based on OSGi
Alliance specifications.
Courtesy of OSGi, Brain-IoT is a structurally modular environment; hence the use of alternative implementations
of functional components and/or alternate protocols is possible and may be explored by future interested
parties.
3.1

Service Fabric – Overview of Internals

The Paremus Service Fabric is a modern OSGi R7 compliant MicroCloud/Edge Cloud/Cloud platform that can
be deployed upon local physical or virtual compute resources, and/or run in 3rd Party Cloud environments:
(see [6]).
A Fabric is composed of one of more Fibres: each Fibre an OSGi R7 framework. Each Fibre is responsible for
lifecycle management, configuration and discovery for hosted artefacts: these referred to as `System Parts`.
A System Part may be either:
1. An assembly of OSGi bundles - the host Fibre dynamically assembling the composite structure at runtime.
2. Or a Docker Container Image - the Fibre acting as the local management proxy.
3.2

Resource and Service Discovery

As shown in Figure 2, Fibres that participate in the same Fabric, participate in the same Gossip cluster (see [5])
. Via this secure peer-to-peer mechanism each Fibre discovers all resources within its home Fabric. The Paremus
Service Fabric Gossip implementation is compliant with the discovery component of the OSGi Alliance R7
Remote Service Admin specification.

Figure 2 - Service Fabric - Gossip Protocol based peer-to-peer Discovery

Note that each Fibre may participate in additional Gossip clusters with different Discovery Scopes.
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3.3

Service Fabric “Fibres”

As shown in Figure 3, a Service Fabric `Fibre` is built upon an OSGi Alliance R7 compliant framework
implementation, with a number of addition local Fibre services. These include:
The Paremus implementation of OSGi Alliance specifications for Remote Services and Remote Service
Admin.
A negotiation service for interacting with the Fabric System Manager.
A local management service for managing hosted System Parts
A monitoring client for reporting Fibre log and resource metrics to the Fabric Management service.

•
•
•
•

Figure 3 - Service Fabric - Overview of a Fibre’s Anatomy

3.4

Service Fabric Management Services

Service Fabric Management services may be hosted by a subset of Fibres participating in the Fabric.
As shown in Figure 4, Fabric Management services include:
•

•
•
•

System Import / Validation Manager: Responsible for importing a System from an approved repository,
checking its syntax, resolving all System Parts and caching in all OSGi bundles required to assemble the
System.
Resource Monitor: Monitors the population of Fibres in the Fabric, both static and dynamic properties.
System Manager: Negotiates with the population of Fibres to host System Part instances or each active
System.
Consensus Manager: A multi-node Zookeeper based service (see [7]) for Fabric management services that
require consensus: i.e. a globally consistency concerning the Fabric’s runtime target state.
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Figure 4 - Service Fabric - Overview of a Fabric Management

3.5

Composite Systems

A Fabric may host one or more Composite Applications known as `Systems`. A System is composed of one or
more `System Parts. Instances of System Parts are hosted by participating Fibres that are running on local
compute resources. A `System` is a `Composite Application: the terms are interchangeable.
A System is imported from an external Repository and stored in the Fabric’s distributed cache. On import, the
repositories specified by the `System` are checked against the Fabric’s list of allowed Repositories.
Each System is composed of one or more System Parts.
•
•
•

A System Part is a deployable functional unit.
A System may have one or more System Parts.
An instance of a System Part can be deployed to one or more Brain-IoT nodes.
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A Brain-IoT node can host one or more System Parts from the same or different Systems.

•

In current Brain-IoT Use Cases it is likely that a single System Part instance will be hosted by each Brain-IoT
Edge Node.
A System Part is in turn composed of one or more `System Part Elements`. A System Part Element may
represent:
• The root of an OSGi assembly - to be assembled in the OSGi framework
• Or reference a Container Image - to be hosted in a slaved Docker Container.
A System Part may also specify associated configurations and runtime behaviours that control scaling
(i.e.`Replication Handlers`) and runtime Topology (i.e.`Resource Contracts`).
3.6

Controlling Runtime Topology

The following considerations influence the runtime topology of a System:
•
•

How many instances of each System Part are required?
How may Fibre participants in the Fabric are appropriate hosts for a System Part instance?

In addition, both of these considerations will change over time.
The System may need to expand or contract System Part instances based on SLA, or available resources. Fibre’s
may fail, or new Fibre’s which are much better locations for hosting System Parts may be introduced to a
running Fabric. For example, a Fabric may be created whereby the compute resources initially have no GPU, or
FPGA capabilities. An AI System Part is deployed to a Linux server. At some point later, a new resource is
introduced that has FPGA capabilities - in response the Fabric moves the AI System Part to that new resource.
These runtime topology management behaviours are embedded in the System description.
3.6.1

Replication Handlers

A System Part may have an associated Replication Handler. Each Replication Handler controls the number of
deployed instances of the System Part. If not specified, the default Replication Hander creates a single System
Part instance (see [8]).
3.6.2

Resource Contracts

Deployment topology is controlled by the `Brain IoT Fabric` dynamically matching `Resource Capabilities` with
`System Requirements`. Each System Part may specify a `Resource Contract` which specifies the attributes a
Fibre must possess in order be considered as a host. Attributes include machines resources and Labels; which
are key=value pairs, see Paremus Fabric documentation [9] for further details on `Resource Contracts` and Fibre
Labels.
System runtime topology should be as flexible as possible. Specifically, one should avoid locking a System Part
to a named Fibre: this as if that named Fibre is no longer available, the System Part will be unable to be hosted.
Whenever possible use indirection:
• Associate a System Part with a Resource Contract that specifies a runtime Label.
• Label one or more Fibres in the environment with this Label.
Should a Fibre hosting the System Part fail then another Fibre with the same Label set can act as a new Host.
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3.7

System Lifecyle

The Service Fabric `System` lifecycle is as follows:
System Import: A System is imported from an external repository. This import processes:
• Verifies that the source repository is allowed.
• Validates the structure and syntax of the imported System description
• Resolves each System Part in the System to determine required Bundles.
• Caches the System and required Bundles in the Fabric’s BLOB store.
System Deploy: When a System is selected and ‘Deployed`:
• The System model is marked as ‘running’.
• System Manager is informed System ‘should’ be running.
• System Manager compares Fabric’s current state against the required System topology to determine the
resource `delta`.
• System Manager negotiates with Fibre population to determine optimal sites for System Parts.
• The most appropriate Fibres for each System Part are instructed to assemble an Instance of the System
Part.
• System Manager continues to monitor deployed populations against descriptions and attempts to
minimise any difference between the two.
System Undeploy:
• The Fabric Manager changes the state of the System model to inactive.
• The System Manager instructs all Fibres hosting System Parts to eject the hosted assemblies, or terminate
the Docker Container.
System Remove:
• The System and all related software artefacts are removed from the Fabric.
3.8

System & Service

OSGi specifications describe how “services” can be published and consumed.
Each System Part is instantiated in its own dedicated OSGi framework; hence all services created by the System
Part are registered in the local OSGi framework’s Service Registry.
In a System composed of multiple System Parts, each will run in its own OSGi framework, and so will be isolated
from the others. OSGi Remote Services provide the standard mechanism via which services can “opt in” to
being made available: i.e a source System Part publishing a Service which is consumed by a ‘remote’ System
Part: see [3] .
Remote services are by default ‘scoped’ to be only visible by other System Parts within the same System. Scope
can be widened allowing a Service to be visible to other Systems running in the same Fabric, or even Systems
running in a different Fabrics.
3.9

System Description

The following snippet is the XML definition for the demo Fractal `System`. The System is composed of the
following elements:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

A schema
A definition of the System’s boundary (deprecated)
Name of the System
Version of the System
Repository Path - the list of Repositories across which the System will search for required OSGi artefacts.
One or more System Parts.
<system xmlns="http://schema.paremus.com/sf/1.2" boundary="fabric"
name="com.paremus.example.fractal-system" version="1.0.0"
repopath="https://nexus.paremus.com/content/repositories/releases/com/paremus/examp
le/fractal-index/1.0.0/fractal-index-1.0.0.xml">
<description>
Deploy the Fractal viewer and optional additional calculation workers
</description>
<admin group=“demo"/>
<!-The Fractal viewer, some basic colour maps, and a load balancer.
—>
<system.part name="viewer">
<description>
The Fractal viewer and a load balancer for remote equations
</description>
…
…
</system.part>
<!-- Workers providing equations -->
<system.part name="workers">
<description>Remote worker services</description>
…
…
</system.part>
</system>

3.9.1

System Part - Example Viewer

The example System Part Element ‘Viewer’ is composed of the following elements:
• A System Part Element - e.g. `fractal-http` this is a bundle Symbolic name which can be searched in the
repoPath xml.
• An associated configuration (pid=“org.apache.felix.http) that sets the created HTTP Service port to 8192.
This PID is corresponds to the service, which is typically implemented as a Declarative Services component,
and is accessible by the OSGi Configuration Admin service. This is unrelated to the bundle symbolic name,
and there is no requirement for them to line up in any way.
• A System Part Element - fractal-colours: Colour lookup tables
• A System Part Element - com.paremus.fabric.balancer - This is a Service load balancer that will load balance
remote services based on configuration.
• A Load Balancer configuration then specifies the remote instances to balance across - this defined by the
`Interface`: `target.filter`: `equation.type` Tuple.
<system.part name="viewer">
<description>
The Fractal viewer and a load balancer for remote equations
</description>
<system.part.element name="fractal-http" category="osgi.bundle"/>
<config pid="org.apache.felix.http">
<property name="org.osgi.service.http.port" value="8192"/>
</config>
<!-- Provide colour mappings -->
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<system.part.element name="fractal-colours" category="osgi.bundle"/>
<!-- Provide a basic mandelbrot equation -->
<system.part.element name="fractal-equation" category="osgi.bundle"/>
<!-- Provide service load balancer -->
<system.part.element name="com.paremus.fabric.balancer" category="osgi.bundle"/>
<!-Configure a load balancer for mandelbrot equation instances
-->
<config factory="true" pid="com.paremus.fabric.balancer">
<property name="interfaces" value="com.paremus.demo.fractal.api.Equation"/>
<property name="target.filter" value="(equation.type=mandelbrot)"/>
<property name="equation.type" value="mandelbrot (load balanced)"/>
<!-Add defaults which cover the standard range of fractal values
-->
<property name="minX" value="-2.0"/>
<property name="maxX" value="1.0"/>
<property name="minY" value="-1.3"/>
<property name="maxY" value="1.3"/>
<property name="iterations" value="100"/>
</config>
<!-Configure a load balancer for julia equation instances
-->
<config factory="true" pid="com.paremus.fabric.balancer">
<property name="interfaces" value=“com.paremus.demo.fractal.api.Equation"/>
…
<!-Add defaults which cover the standard range of fractal values
—>
…
</config>
</system.part>

3.9.2

System Part – Example Worker

The example System Part Element ‘Worker’ is composed of a single System Part Element `fractal-equation` and
associated configurations. In addition - a `Replication Handler` controls how many `Worker` instances are
created in the runtime Environment.
<!-- Workers providing equations -->
<system.part name="workers">
<description>Remote worker services</description>
<system.part.element name="fractal-equation" category="osgi.bundle">
<!-- Make the equations available remotely -->
<config pid="com.paremus.demo.fractal.equation.MandelbrotEquation">
<property name="service.exported.interfaces"
value="com.paremus.demo.fractal.api.Equation"/>
</config>
<config pid="com.paremus.demo.fractal.equation.JuliaEquation">
<property name="service.exported.interfaces"
value="com.paremus.demo.fractal.api.Equation"/>
</config>
</system.part.element>
<!-Start with one worker, and add them in by changing this value
-->
<replication.handler type="fixed">
<property name="size" type="integer" value="1"/>
</replication.handler>
</system.part>
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3.10

Packager

Packager is a tool for managing and orchestrating executable services. It provides a
consistent means to start, stop, configure and connect services together.
It enables a System Part Element to reference a Container Image which will be hosted in a slaved Docker
Container.
3.10.1 Anatomy of a Package
Packager requires the creation of a Package to use a custom or off-the-shelf service. This is an OSGi Bundle
artefact that wraps or references the physical service implementation and mediates Packager's access to it.
Implementing a package is not difficult, in fact simple Packages can just use the Generic Package with
configuration specifying the Container Image etc.
The two main constituents of a Package are the Type and the Guard. Both are implemented as Java classes and
published in the OSGi Service Registry.
A Package Type controls how the package works. It knows how to install the physical implementation

of the service. It knows how to generate an executable object given appropriate launch properties.
However the Type does not actually launch the package itself because it doesn't know what the
launch properties are and it doesn't know when to launch.
A Guard controls when the package is launched, when it is reconfigured or shut down, and it
knows how to define the launch properties using a combination of static configuration data and
temporal state. The Guard also gets notified when the package is successfully running, and can
publish information that can be broadcast across the System.

3.10.2 Advertising Presence with OSGi Remote Services
Packages, tend to be depended upon by higher level services. For those services to work, we need to
advertise the presence of our Package via service discovery.
A common pattern for Guards is therefore to register an OSGi Remote Service, using a marker interface, when
notified by Packager that the Package is available, and to unregister the service when the Package becomes
unavailable.
Higher-level services that depend on this Package can then simply bind to this marker interface using the usual
OSGi mechanisms.
3.10.3 Example Generic Packager System Part
This System Part uses the Generic Package to launch the Docker image specified in the imageRef property,
together with other properties specifying network port and environment variables:
<system.part name="Service_A">
<system.part.element category="osgi.bundle"
name="com.paremus.packager.pkg.generic"/>
<config pid="com.paremus.packager.pkg.generic" factory="true">
<property name="imageRef" value="paremus/python-service:1.0.0"/>
<property name="packageType" value="service-a"/>
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<property name="port" value="5000"/>
<property name="containerPort" value="5000"/>
<property name="environment" value=" MESSAGE; value:='Hello World! (A-Python) from
{}', CHAINED; endpoint:='(&(uri=http://*)(name=service-b))', TEMPLATE;
value:='index.html' "/>
</config>
</system.part>

3.11

Planned changes to System Description

The current System description is a Paremus specific deployment descriptor. Paremus are currently contributing
to the OSGi Alliance Features specification with a view to standardising System concepts via the OSGi Alliance
specification process.
3.12

Relevance to Brain-IoT

The relationship between the Paremus Service Fabric and Brain-IoT architecture is simply as follows:
•

A Brain-IoT Fabric IS AN instance of a Paremus Service Fabric.

•

A Brain-IoT Node IS A Service Fabric Fibre with the required set of Brain-IoT OSGi bundles: e.g. in the
scenario where sensiNact is used:
• A Brain-IoT Edge Node IS A Service Fabric Fibre with the edge integration components of
sensiNact.
• A Brain-IoT Controller Node IS A Service Fabric Fibre with sensiNact management and UI
components.

•

A Brain-IoT `System` may then be composed of two types of System Parts:
• A Brain-IoT Controller System Part - which when deployed to a generic Fibre creates a Brain-IoT
Controller Node.
• A Brain-IoT Edge System Part - which when deployed to a generic Fibre creates a Brain-IoT Edge
Node.

Considering a Brain-IoT Use Case consisting of a Factory or Warehouse environment with mobile Robotics
running Linux/ROS operating systems and local compute Infrastructure; then a simply Brain-IoT System may
consists of Brain-IoT Edge Nodes deployed to the physical Robots, and control services deployed to fixed
compute infrastructure: as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 - A simple Brain-IoT System consisting of two `System Parts`

The example Brain-IoT Robotic System specifies the topology constraints.
•

•

Via use of `Resource Contracts` a `Brain-IoT Controller` System Part specifies that it should be hosted on a
node that is NOT a ROS operating system (in the diagram above expressed as `! ROS`): a Linux server in
the local Brain-IoT Fabric meets this requirement. Conversely the `Brain-IoT Edge Node` System Part
specifies that instances should be deployed to nodes that are found to be running the ROS enabled
operating system.
Via use of a `Replication Handler` the `Brain-IoT Edge` System Part specifies that a single Edge instance
should be deployed to each discovered ROS node.

Once deployed, the `Brain-IoT Control` singleton and multiple `sensiNact Edge` services are automatically and
transparently wired together via the underlying Service Fabric OSGi Remote Service mechanisms.
The deployed Brain-IoT System now provides the functional foundations or skeleton upon which subsequent
additional Smart Behaviours may be dynamically installed.
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4

Brain-IoT Federation – An initial Approach

A Brain-IoT Federation is not an arbitrary set of Peer-to-Peer services wired together in an `any-to-any`
relationship. Rather, a Brain-IoT Federation is a modular structural hierarchy with a topology that maps to the
underlying physical environment, operational model and business requirements of the organisation.
To achieve this objective Brain-IoT requires mechanisms to create and control this structural hierarchy: i.e.
• Which Brain-IoT Fabric(s) are members of which Brain-IoT Federation/s;
• The ability to view the public Properties and exposed Capabilities of those participant Fabrics.
• The ability to hide the internal Structures of each participating Fabric.
This is achieved as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Each participating Fabric hosts a Federation Agent.
Each Federation Agent is a member of a Federation wide Gossip cluster.
Via standard OSGi Remote Service & Discovery mechanisms, each Federation Agent advertises the Name,
Public Properties and exposed Capabilities of its host Fabric.

A Brain-IoT Federation Viewer may then be started on any Fabric within the Brain-IoT Federation and display
Public Properties and Capabilities advertised by each participating Fabric.
4.1

Federation Gossip Cluster

A Gossip Cluster concept may be extended to create a Federation. Rather than all Fibres in the same Fabric
belonging to a Fabric Gossip cluster; one or two Fibres from multiple Fabrics may join a Federation Gossip
Cluster; see Figure 6.

Figure 6 - A Federation of Fabrics

Note that only Fibres that participate in the Federation Gossip cluster have visibility of Services explicitly
exported into the Federation by other peers in the Federation.
4.1.1

Gossip Bridges

In Figure 7 we can see a Gossip Cluster that has been created so that it `bridges` two specific Fabrics. A Service
may be exported from a System on a source Fabric, and consumed by a different System in the remote Fabric,
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To achieve this:
• On each participating Fabric, the Cluster Management tool is used to allocate a subset of local and remote
Fibres to the Gossip Cluster.
• System Parts that are required to export/import services between each other are then colocated to local
Fibres that are participating in this `Gossip Bridge`.

Figure 7 - A dedicated Gossip Cluster for bringing a Service between two Systems hosted by different Fabrics

The service is now visible to the System that needs to consume it, but only that System. The exported Service
may still be isolated from all other Systems hosted on each (source / sink) Fabric and all other Systems in the
Federation. As all of these activities are achieved with secure Discovery and Remote Services: the Environments
and the services are not publicly visible and remain isolated from the Internet.

4.2

Brain-IoT Federation Agent

The Brain-IoT Fabric Agent advertises with the following information summarising the local Brain-IoT Fabric
environment:
i. Fabric Name (Environment Name)
ii. Organisational Owner
iii. Physical Location
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iv. Systems Imported & Runtime Status
v. Management URL
vi. Exported Services - both `Public Services` & Service in available for bridging between Fabrics.
Internally this will be represented as an OSGi Data Transfer Object (DTO) and so can be easily mapped into
other representations: see [10]. The suitability of the OSGi ClusterInfo specification for this purpose will also be
assessed: see [11]. Follow-on options may include publishing information as DNS SRV records, as a Thing
Description of the Brain-IoT environment.
4.3

Brain-IoT Federation Viewer

The Federation Viewer is a browser based service used to display Fabrics participating in the Federation in
which the Viewer resides.
Viewer Information will include:
•
•
•

Viewing Fabric Resource Summaries provided by each Fabric.
Providing the ability to click through to a selected Fabric's login URL.
Viewing Alerts forwarded from Fabrics in a Federation.

This provides sufficient information to aid the wiring together of services from different Brain-IoT Fabrics in the
Federation.
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5

Brain-IoT Fabric Modelling Requirements

A BRAIN-IoT Marketplace is a repository of artefacts and is available to one or more BRAIN-IoT federations.
A BRAIN—IoT Marketplace may store:
1. System Descriptions.
2. Brain-IoT Smart Behaviours.
A BRAIN-IoT modelling environment will create these System descriptions, including appropriate `System.Part`
and `System.Part.Element` references and associated artefacts, included required `Smart Behaviour`. As shown
in Figure 8, these artefacts are generated in the Modelling environment and uploaded into the BRAIN-IoT
Marketplace. Whatever the modelling description (i.e. IoT-ML), the modelling tool is required to convert this
to the System Description described in the previous section.

Figure 8 - Relationship between Brain-IoT Modelling tools, Marketplace and runtime Fabrics.

As shown in Figure 8, one or more Brain-IoT Fabric/s may import specified Systems from the Brain-IoT
Marketplace:
• Different Brain-IoT Fabrics may import the same System: i.e. System 1 is imported to Fabric 1 & Fabric n.
• Also a Brain-IoT Fabric may host multiple Systems: i.e. Fabric n imports System 3 & System 1.
5.1

Runtime Metadata

One consideration concerns how to align `Requirements` constraints in a System with the `Capabilities`
available in a potential target Brian-IoT runtime Fabric.
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Two approaches exist:
1.
2.

Generic `Requirements` may be defined in the Systems; then in the runtime environment, a Fabric
Administrator assign the appropriate `Labels`.
Alternatively, the modelling tool might query the target Fabric(s) to determine which Labels currently exit
in those environments - and then only using those within the System descriptions.

It is suspected that a combination of both approaches should be used. The Modelling environment using a set
of pre-defined `Requirements` that must be met by a target runtime - but also the Modelling environment may
be able to query a specific runtime to determine existing labels.
However, once released Systems should be treated as immutable artefacts and not changed.
Brain-IoT Fabric attributes are available by:
• Issuing
a
GET
to
the
appropriate
management
node
(https://xxx.yyy.com/fabric/<fabricName>/fibre/<fibreName>) and
• Then looking into the JSON object - which for Labels would be “attributes.features”.
By iterating across the population of Fibres all Label information can be read: i.e.

foreach(fibre in fabric.fibres) {
attrs = getFibre(fibre).attributes;
// Do something with the attrs.
}
See [12] for further information.
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6

Discovery

Edge Nodes may require a number of different strategies for the discovery of different types of physical `Things`
within the diverse environment(s) within which it operates. Based on the `Capabilities` of each Edge Node
appropriate Discovery behaviours may be automatically loaded upon Brain-IoT Edge Nodes at startup.
6.1

Dealing with Diversity

Brain-IoT’s approach to `Thing` discovery must be sufficiently flexible to cope with all of the following:
1. A Heterogenous environment of physical `Things`.
2. Diversity in how these ‘Things’ advertise themselves.
3. Diversity in how `Things` describe themselves in those advertisements.
4. Respond too - and interact with - a discovered `Thing`.
6.1.1

Discovery Scenarios

Brain-IoT needs to be able to address the following generic `Discovery` scenarios.
1.
2.
3.
4.

A known `Thing` which is detected at an expected location.
An unknown `Thing` which is detected at expected location.
A known `Thing` which is detected at an unexpected location.
An unknown `Thing` which is detected at an unexpected location.

A `Static` environment (1) is mostly unchanging - `Things` in the static environment are immutable with respect
to their functionality and locations. All information concerning participating `Things` are known up front,
including:
•
•
•

Each Thing’s Location.
How they advertise their existence.
How to interact with them.

The vast majority of IT systems are designed assuming this type of environment.
However in the real world changes do occur; hence scenario 2 (An unknown `Thing` which is detected at
expected location). A software update to `Things` in the environment may change the structure of the
advertisement, or the required interaction protocol. The larger the environment, the more frequent the
changes, the more difficult and costly it becomes to perform such upgrades in one hit - and coordinated
upgrades through the chain of software components. Brain-IoT needs to deal with such incremental/rolling
upgrades.
A further scenario relates to the Discovery of known `Things` but at unexpected locations (scenario 3). Here, an
example may be, a QR code for a door is `accidentally` attached to the Coffee Machine located several feet
away. The Discovery process needs to validate that the `Thing` discovered is neither as expected or appears to
be an anomaly.
Finally, in some environments both the `Things` and their locations may be initially unknown (scenario 4). This
is the most unlikely scenario - as some process was involved in installing static `Things` within the environment
in the fist place. However autonomous mobile agents, or staff, may fall within this category.
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6.1.2

Advertisement / Discovery Mechanisms

For Discovery to take place, a Brain-IoT Edge Node must be able to discover the relevant set of `Things` via an
agreed mechanism which is available to both the `Physical Things` and the `Brain-IoT Edge Nodes`
For example:
• If the `Thing` advertises via a Bluetooth Beacon - the Edge Node must be Bluetooth enabled.
• If the `Thing` advertises via a visible QR code - the Edge Node must have an image capture capability and
then the ability to detect existence of QR code and the ability to read it.
So dependent upon the Use Cases and the host `environment` the discovery process may be anything from:
• A simple `passive` discovery process - where the `Thing` name/description is simply recovered from the
Advertisement.
• Or may be an ‘active` discovery process comprised of a complex pipeline of processing before the `Things`
description can be determined.
Finally, the description of the `Thing` may be in one of several forms. Some devices may use a W3C/WoT (Web
of Things) Thing Descriptor, alternatively an OSGi Device may describe itself via a strongly typed Capability.
And then, another approach may need to be supported by some currently unknown standard. It most cases it
is expected that the appropriate low level discovery mechanism and processing will be provide by the native
host environment. For example, a Robot having the native capability to recognize a QR code and then extract
information from its video/image capture subsystem. However when this is not possible the required discovery
processing pipeline will need to be installed and run on the Brain-IoT Edge Node.
As Brain-IoT environments are likely to be heterogenous, configuration of discovery behaviours will be site
specific either by:
• Specifying the components in site specific modelling of a generic System description
• Or dynamic installation of required behaviours at startup - the relevant Smart Discovery behaviours
installed from the Brain-IoT marketplace.

Figure 9 - Discovery pipeline, Discovery DTO and Discovery reaction behaviours

These options are related to orchestration and are discussed in more detail in the next section.
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6.2

Discovery Data Transfer Object (DTO)

For the reasons discussed above, the Brain-IoT discovery process needs to be highly flexible. However,
whatever the precise mechanisms used - in all cases either an advertisement is consumed, or a discovery event
occurs, and the end result is the creation of a normalised discovery DTO of the following form.
public class DiscoveryDTO {
/**
* The OSGi capabilities of this device
*/
public List<CapabilityDTO> capabilities;
/**
* The OSGi requirements of this device. This assumes
* that it makes sense for a device to have requirements
*/
public List<RequirementDTO> requirements;
/**
* provides the ability to validate the fields of this object
* and the originator
*/
public byte[] token
}
The proposed Brain-IoT `CapabilityDTO list` includes all relevant information provided by the physical `Thing`;
this may include native attributes and/or/references to a WoT TDD. The capabilities will always contain an
“osgi.identity” capability which provides a unique identifier adhering to the OSGi Identify namespace; see [13].
The “type” attribute will be used to indicate the general type of the discovered device, while the device’s unique
identifier will be used to identify the specific device instance.
Once a discovery has occurred and the appropriate Discovery DTO generated; this Discovery DTO is consumed
by one of more local behaviours; in diagram 9 - behaviours p1, p2, p3, p4 running in the Edge Node, the order
of processing determined by the relative priority of each behaviour.
The approach is extremely flexible. One of many possible scenarios is that the Edge Node - based on
information in `List<CapabilityDTO>` - and installed set of behaviours, fetches the appropriate WoT
Thing Description from the Thing Directory in order that the Edge Node may converse with the ‘Physical Thing’.
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6.3

Discovery Runtime Behaviours

Whether pre-installed via a composed model, or dynamically loaded in response to an environment
Requirement, or environmental Event, or operational command, once installed each behaviour is exposed as a
local OSGi Service (see Figure 9). With respect to discovery, these behaviours may be specific to the device
instance discovered, or generic for the device class.
Upon a discovery event all behaviours that match the discovered Thing are sequentially fired -the sequence
determined by the Service Ranking Order: see [14].
6.4

Initial Discovery Use Case

The initial Discovery use case will consist of
• A LAN advertisement
• The `advertisement` describing the `Thing` in-terms of OSGi Capabilities
• The creation of the Discovery DTO
• A simple response behaviour based on the existence of the discovery of the DTO
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7

Orchestration

Brain-IoT aims to deliver Smart runtime environments that are able to dynamically interact with new, previously
unknown Things, and/or enable the agile orchestration of several known physical Things. Such `Smart
Behaviours` must be achieved by `chaining` together a number of simpler local behaviours via distributed statemachines.
The first consideration concerns which runtime behaviours should be pre-installed, and which behaviours
should be dynamically installed. Therefore, two types of orchestration are required within a Brain-IoT
environment:
Environmental triggers that result in new types of behaviour being deployed into the environment. This
may require the orchestrated deployment of new behaviours at several locations.
Then, orchestration of the behaviours within the environment: both newly installed and/or pre-existing
behaviours may be participants.

•
•

Looking at each of these aspects in turn.
7.1

Pre-Loading versus System Composition versus Dynamic Loading of Behaviours

Runtime behaviours may be known in-advance.
1. Such behaviours may be installed in each Brain-IoT Node at boot time as default Node behaviours (e.g.
Edge Node discovery behaviours discussed in Section 6). Here, a Brain-IoT Node is customised for the Host,
and so is tightly-coupled to the Host.
2. Behaviours may also be added as additional System Part Elements in the System. These customised
Systems must remain aligned with the Requirements of the Brain-IoT Fabrics in which they run over time:
i.e. Systems are tightly-coupled to the specific runtime environments.
As the size of a Brain-IoT Federation increases then heterogeneity within the federation invariably increases,
and so the operational costs associated with these approaches also increases. Hence, Brain-IoT will also
support the dynamic deployment of Smart Behaviours in response to previously un-encountered
environmental triggers or changes. This approach allows Brain-IoT Fabrics and Systems to remain as generic
as possible; but requires appropriate behaviours to be available in the Brain-IoT marketplace.
Ultimately, the most appropriate approach is dictated by organisational and environmental considerations:
5.
6.

Operational Policies, Management Structures.
The degree of
i. Heterogeneity within the Brain-IoT Federation, and
ii. Autonomy of each Brain-IoT Fabric
Rate of change/required agility.
The scale of the Brain-IoT Federation

7.
8.

As the BRAIN-IoT architecture embraces change and adaptation, the approach used can be evolved over time.
Initially, custom Fabrics or Systems can be created and released to specific target environments. Later, certain
types of system may be generalize, and then dynamically customized at runtime.
7.2

Local & Remote Behaviour and Behaviour orchestration

Behaviours may be classified into two generic types:
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Local behaviours which run locally and only affect the local Brain-IoT Node within which they run; and if
an Edge Node, the physical device it represents.
• Distributed behaviours which interact between multiple Brain-IoT nodes with the deployed System: i.e.
System Parts instantiated on other Brain-IoT nodes with the local Brain-IoT Fabric.
While in principle AI or ML behaviours might be distributed, for Brain-IoT Use Cases it is likely that only
distributed state machine behaviours will be required. Note that the following examples are generic
interaction patterns, and specific Brain-IoT Use Cases may be much simpler and only require a subset of these
interactions.
•

7.2.1

A W3C web of Things Orchestration

Scenario: Robot discovers a new W3C/WoT physical `Thing`
Figure 10 shows the expected sequence of interactions required for a Robot to converse with a newly
discovered W3C/WoT physical device:
1. The Robot Edge Node is pre-configured to discovery Bluetooth advertisements. Via this mechanism a
Discovery event occurs on the Edge Node for a previously unknown physical `Thing`.
2. As no local behaviour match is found, the Edge Node forwards an Event to its Controller Node.
3. The Controller has no appropriate matching local behaviour and so queries Brain-IoT Marketplace: in this
specific case two appropriate behaviours are found - one for the Edge Node and one for the Controller
itself.
4. The Controller loads its behaviour.
5. The Control instructs Edge Node to load required Edge behaviour.
6. Edge Node loads Edge behaviour.
7. The loaded Edge behaviour equips the Edge Node to interact with the W3C/WoT device by causing the
relevant WoT TDD from TD to be installed.
The Edge can now interact with the physical `Thing`.

Figure 10 - Dynamic deployment of runtime behaviours in response to a Discovery Event.
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7.2.2

Robot / Door Orchestration

Scenario: Robot is directed to move from one point in a Factory to another point - and to achieve this needs to
pass through a IoT enabled Fire Door.
Figure 11 shows the expected sequence of interactions required for a Robot to coordinate with a IoT enabled
Door. It is assumed that:
The Robot is preconfigured with the Discovery behaviours for Bluetooth Beacons.
The Fire Door is identified by the Bluetooth Beacon.
The Door is controlled via it own Edge Node.

•
•
•

Coordination is required between the Robot and Door Edge Nodes and the environment Control Node.

Figure 11 - Dynamic deployment of runtime behaviours in response to a Discovery Event

As the Door and Robot are well known pre-existing `Things`, then the behaviours are probably preloaded.
However -if this is not the case - the sequence is as before:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The detection results in a Discovery DTO.
Because no local behaviour is found an event is passed to the Controller Node.
Controller Node has no local behaviours that are appropriate and
So loads Smart Behaviours from Brain-IoT Marketplace: Door Control and Robot/Door Orchestration.
The Controller Node is now be responsible for managing the Door Edge Node.
The Controller Node passes the appropriate behaviour back to the Robot Edge Node allowing it to trigger
an Open Door request upon the discovery of a Door.

On subsequent interactions between Robots and Door the Controller and Edge Nodes now have all appropriate
behaviours pre-loaded.
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These loaded Smart Behaviours now interact in the following fashion.
Sequence of Events
• Bluetooth Discovery Event on Robot Edge Node
• Local behaviours in Edge Node queried for ability to handle the discovered device
• Local “Door" behaviour found and so triggered.
Robot’s Event Sequence
• “Stop on discovery” when a door is encountered
• Forward a door open request with the id of the door to the Controller Node
• Await “door open” event from Controller Node
• Pass through door
• Send completion event to Controller
The robot then resumes previous activity.
This behaviour may be triggered by the specific device instance (i.e. a custom behaviour) or by matching the
generic “door” class of devices (a generic behaviour).
Controller Event Sequence
On receipt of Door Discovery event
• Checks location / orientation of Robot with respect to the Door.
• validating that Bluetooth Beacon is at correct/expected location.
• Check environmental's
• no fire alerts on either side of door - so safe to open.
• Instructs Door Edge Node to Open
• Once confirmation has been received, send event to the Robot to indicate that it can pass through the
door.
Controller subsequently receives an event indicating that the Robot has successfully passed through the door.
The controller may or may not close the door at this point (determined by the behaviour in the controller).
7.2.3

Orchestration Use Case – Critical Infrastructure AI based monitoring

Scenario: AI based Infrastructure Monitoring/Anomaly Detection/Agents
The orchestration requirements for Brain-IoT Anomaly Detection Monitoring Agents may be as simple as
ensuring that the relevant Smart behaviours are deployed into the runtime environment. When a new Smart
Behaviour is available, and so an upgrade is required, operations simply deploy the new `System`.
Libraries used in a composed AI behaviours must specify the native capabilities they require from the runtime
environment (i.e. GPU or FPGA enabled devices). Diversity must exist; meaning that multiple versions of the
same AI behaviours are released as separated OSGi bundles, into the Brain-IoT Marketplace, a version for each
type of hardware optimisation supported, and a generic CPU non optimised version.
Issues relating to the production runtime infrastructure required to support AI services and how training AI
networks are migrated into Production are discussed in document D3.2. From a Brain-IoT Fabric perspective
all potential options discussed in D3.2 are supportable
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8

Conclusions

The approach taken by Brain-IoT will deliver a Federated solution that is both operationally simple and highly
adaptive.
The simplest of Use Cases can be addressed by creating pre-configured Fabrics or customer Systems for well
defined static environments. However, the Brain-IoT approach will also enable the dynamic configuration of
generic Systems in response to changing environmental conditions; such capabilities are essential for creating
economically sustainable software infrastructure for large scale and sophisticated Industry 4.0 and Smart City
environments.
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Acronyms
Acronym

Explanation

ACE

Authentication and Authorization for Constrained Environments

CAS

Complex Adaptive System

DNS
Dynamic Name Service

DTO

Data Transfer Object

FPGA

Field Programmable Gate Array

GPU

Graphics Processor Unit

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

OSGi

Software modularity standards produce by OSGi Alliance Standards
Organisation.

REST

Representational State Transfer

RSA

OSGi Alliance Remote Service Administration

TD

W3C WoT Things Directory - A repository of registered device
descriptions.

TDD

W3C WoT Things Device Description

WoT

W3C Web of Things
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